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  Falsely positive unexpected images may appear in some object at times. The optical illusion 
or misperception is called pareidolia (a term derived from Ancient Greek para, “amiss, 
wrong” + eidōlon, “image”) to describe a tendency to interpret vague stimuli as something 
familiar.  For instance, in the photo below (fig. 1) you may easily identify, as true images and 
shapes, a large head of Christ seen in left profile embedding the image of a child sitting on 
her/his father’s lap.  
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  Now providing one mentally replaces the blood stains by ink-blots and stands back at a 
relative distance from the Turin Sindon Image, no bona fide clinician psychologist can deny 
the relic does work like an oversized Rorschach and trigger the same visual phenomenon. In 
primary visualisation, such a mental shifting currently occurs with this image type. This is an 
archaeoperceptive fact. In this respect, Thierry Castex ‘s famous relic reversed negative 3D 
image reconstruction detail (Fig.2) does seem to show in turn the semblances of an infant’s, 
child’s and adolescent’s face as if embedded into the TS Man’s back head imprint. Although 
you may well miss the two former face image simulacra, the latter simulacrum you just 
cannot miss.  



  This would be of no historical and archaeological consequences were not the image 
misperceptions seen here in conjunction with the TS mature man’s face and  the fact they are 
directly referable to the Image of Edessa’s deliberate mystique of secrecy then prevailing in 
the Nestorian ancient liturgy and in particular to Easter ritual description that follows:  
 
“[…] On Easter [the acheiropoetic Image] used to change its appearance according to 
different ages: it shows itself in infancy at the first hour of the day, childhood at the third 
hour, adolescence at the sixth hour, and the fullness of age at the ninth hour, when the Son 
of God came to his Passion […]  and […]  cross. ”*  (emphasis added)  
 
 
* See two 10th c. CE liturgical tractates, one in Codex Vossianus Latinus Q69 (most likely a copy of an 8th-9th c. 
CE Syriac text) and the other, the so-called “Old Latin Abgar Legend”, in Codex Parisensis BN Lat.6041. 
 
  The parallel is all the more striking as all the three (positive and/or negative) TS pareidolic 
faces show an iconographic likeness (accidental characteristics included) with at least three 
extant Christ’s faces at the same scale as the TS Man’s back head imprint, namely the infant 
Christ’s face of the Panagia Angeloktisti 6th c. CE apse mosaic, in Kiti, Cyprus, the throning 
child Christ’s face of the Santa Maria Maggiore late 5th c. CE triumphal arch mosaic and the 
teaching adolescent Christ’s face of a Domitilla Catacombs mid 4th c. CE arcosolium fresco, 
in Rome (see the latter below).  
 
 
                                                                                                                                               

 
                             

 
 

                            
                               

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TS pareidolic adolescent face’s relatively striking likeness 
with the famous teaching adolescent Christ’s face of the Domitilla Catacombs, mid 4th c. C 


